Student reportsexamined by the Board of Trustees

By MICHELLE DALL
Senior Staff Reporter

Student government representatives presented a series of reports concerning campus life to the Notre Dame Board of Trustees at a meeting last Thursday.

The reports addressed four issues, including coresidentiality, social life, transportation and parking. According to a survey conducted by the social life committee, only 54 percent of the sophomores and 29 percent of the juniors surveyed find the social life at Notre Dame adequate.

"Social committee member Kerry Sieger said she blames the lack of student involvement at campus activities on three factors, including publicity, consistency and 'rut behavior.'

"Basically, there's not enough emphasis on publicity, and there's not enough consistency in the activities that are planned," Sieger said. "At some schools they set aside some school days for a comedy show or something, and students can plan that event into their schedules. Here, there aren't many activities that take place on a regular basis."

To combat such social problems, the committee recommended "sponsoring more activities conducive to healthy interaction among students," such as mixers, campus-wide competitions, theme weeks, concerts and date nights.

The committee also planned to promote faculty-student interaction by expanding support for the College Fellow Program and "encouraging attendance at intellectual and cultural events as part of course requirements."

Budget allocations were a primary area of concern as well. The committee suggested the "multi-sponsorship of campus activities," which would encourage several campus organizations to "pool their financial resources."

The committee also proposed converting the LaFortune Student Center into a 24-hour center and making Theodore's a "coffeehouse," which would be open to students both day and night during the week and on weekends.

As a long-run objective, the committee broached the idea of establishing a commercial complex on the University property surrounding campus. This complex would include several social alternatives, such as restaurants, shops, movie theaters and night clubs.

The Board's response to the coresidentiality report was "especially positive," according to Student Body Vice President Mike Paese. Paese said, "This was the first time coresidentiality was a discussable option, and we were able to talk about the issue as a community."

Student Body President Tom Doyle agreed, "The Trustees were very receptive to the coresidentiality report...I think the committee really took a responsible approach to the issue."

"Trustee member and Notre Dame Associate history professor Fr. Thomas Blantz said he felt the report "raised several important points," although many issues remain unresolved.

According to Blantz, one major issue that must be considered is the effect coresidentiality would have on the pres hall-stay-hall system. While Blantz said coresidentiality would be open to students both day and night during the week and on weekends.
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3 youths are apprehended for car thefts on campus

By CHRISTINE WALSH
Staff Reporter

Notre Dame security, with help from the South Bend police department, has apprehended three youths, and implicated a fourth in connection with a recent wave of car break-ins on campus.

According to Phil Johnson, assistant director of Security, a total of 36 break-ins occurred, eight on the weekend of Oct. 22 and 23, and another 18 on the weekend of Oct. 29 and 30. The youths targeted cars in D-2 and other campus lots, Johnson said.

Items stolen included car stereos and other dashboard components, as well as some auto parts, according to Johnson.

Security has recovered some of the property stolen from students' vehicles, and is in the process of identifying the owners.

Johnson said, "Not all of the recovered property has been identified because many of the owners did not keep records of serial numbers." It also appears that some of the items recovered "may have been stolen from other people" in the South Bend area, said Johnson.

In another unrelated incident, two adult males were stopped by Notre Dame Security on Old Juniper Road near Edison at approximately 6 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 12, on suspicion of bicycle theft.

The suspects allegedly took a ten-speed bike, a calculator, two wall signs, and a name plate from O'Shaughnessy Hall.

Later the same morning, security officers recovered an other bike near the sight where the men were initially confronted.

The case will go to the prosecutor.

European nations start scaling back military operations in Persian Gulf

Associated Press

MANAMA, Bahrain-Gambling that peace will prevail despite a deadlock in Iraq-Iran peace talks, the United States' European allies are stepping up the postwar dismantling of their military forces in the Persian Gulf.

In recent days the mine sweeper Crocus, the last of three Belgian warships deployed to the gulf a year ago, sailed for home. The last five Italian warships and one from the Netherlands are preparing to leave by Dec. 31.

Officials said those moves, like an earlier cutback in France's regional fleet from 11 to seven ships, came because the Iran-Iraq cease-fire, three months old Sunday, had brought stability to the gulf. The European actions could add pressure on President-elect George Bush to step up an American pullout, according to U.S. diplomats and military officials, speaking on condition of anonymity.

The United States has withdrawn one ship and scaled back convoys and other operations.
IN BRIEF

Christina Onassis died Saturday of an apparent heart attack. Several dozen of friends attended a private Greek Orthodox Mass for her Sunday in Buenos Aires. There was no word yet whether results of an autopsy performed on the 37-year-old daughter of Greek shipping tycoon Aristotle Onassis would be released. In Piraeus, Greece, a spokesman for her family's Springfold Shipping company said Miss Onassis would be buried on her family's island, Skorpios, off of some at the end of the week. The spokesman said the Onassis fortune had been left to the daughter born in 1985 to Miss Onassis and her fourth husband, Thierry Roussel. -Associated Press

Get a measles vaccination if you've never had one and you plan on attending the USC football game, according to University Health Services. Measles vaccination shot will be given at the University Health Center today, Tuesday and Wednesday. A vaccination is unnecessary if you have already received a measles vaccination, had a documented case of measles or you are allergic to eggs.

If you are unsure of your vaccination status, the vaccination will harm you. If you received a flu shot during the week of Oct 31, wait one month before taking a measles vaccination. -The Observer

Adult Children of Alcoholics will meet today at 7 p.m. upstairs in the Center for Social Concerns. All are welcome. -Observer

Male/Female Models Wanted for SMC Fashion Show. There will be an important information meeting Monday, Nov 28, at 8 p.m. in the Regina North basement. Call Libby at 284-4039 for more information. -The Observer

A Prayer Service for those who grieve a loss of a loved one at the time of death, illness, separation, or divorce will be held today in Holy Cross Chapel, Saint Mary's College, at 4 p.m. It is sponsored by Saint Mary's Campus Ministry. -The Observer

Monday Night Football will be shown tonight at Theodore's at 9 p.m. The Student Alumni Relations Group invites students from the San Francisco Bay and Washington DC area to tonight's game between 49ers and Redskins. Come and enjoy the game with friends from your region. Refreshments will be provided. -The Observer

Ballroom Dance Club will hold officer elections today at 7 p.m. in Stepan Center. All members are asked to attend. -Observer

Amnesty International's Christmas Card design contest ends today. The best 3 designs will receive $10 and an Amnesty International T-shirt. For more information, stop by the Center for Social Concerns or call John Farley at 283-1562. -The Observer

A Special Liturgy will be held at 7 p.m. in Sacred Heart Church tonight for the Feast of the Presentation of Mary. Traditional music will be provided by the Notre Dame Chorale. -The Observer

Observer Of Interests announces on-campus and local lecturers. Campus and general interest, free or paid. The Observer reserves the right to edit all submitted materials and determine if and where announcements will be published. -The Observer

Observer Of Interests announces on-campus and local lecturers. Campus and general interest, free or paid. The Observer reserves the right to edit all submitted materials and determine if and where announcements will be published. -The Observer

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MEASLES VACCINATION

1. YOU SHOULD have a vaccination if
   A. You have never had a measles vaccination and
   B. You are planning on attending the USC football game

2. YOU NEED NOT receive a vaccination if:
   A. You have been vaccinated with measles vaccine after 15 months of age
   B. You have a documented case of measles
   C. You are allergic to eggs

3. If you are unsure of your vaccination status, it will not harm you to receive a vaccination
4. If you received a flu shot during the week of October 31st, you should wait one month before taking a measles vaccination.
Troops raid Palestinian settlements in West Bank, kill 1

Associated Press

JERUSALEM—Troops raided Palestinian settlements in the West Bank and Gaza Strip on Sunday, fatally shooting a 22-year-old man and wounding six Arab youths in clashes, Arab hospital officials said.

Five Palestinians suffered beating injuries during an army raid in the West Bank village of Madama, Arab doctors said. The injured included a 6-year-old boy with head wounds, they said, adding that the cause of the injuries was not known.

The army command confirmed that there was "activity" in Madama but said it had no reports of injuries.

Three Israelis suffered injuries when buses they were riding in were pelted with rocks in the West Bank.

In Lebanon, an Israeli soldier was killed and four others injured when their armored personnel carrier overturned Sunday in southern Lebanon, the army said. "It was a road accident," said an army spokesman, who declined to elaborate.

Israel radio said the accident occurred north of the Lebanese city of Nabguora, two miles north of the Israeli border in its self-declared buffer zone. The zone is patrolled by about 1,000 Israeli troops and the 2,000-member South Lebanon Army.

Meanwhile, underground PLO leaders distributed leaflets praising the declaration of an independent Palestinian state last week by the Palestinian National Council, the PLO's parliament-in-exile.

The leaflet said the Palestinian Liberation Organization had seized a historic opportunity to "serve the cause of peace and stability in the region.

At least 31 other nations, most of them Muslim, have recognized the state.

Egypt on Sunday became the latest nation to recognize the Palestinian state. A statement read on television said that "the Egyptian people and government will work in an effort to enhance relations . . . We've gotten a lot of positive feedback, especially from the northeast neighborhood," Lee said.

"Sometimes student lifestyles aren't compatible with their neighbors," Lee said. Co-organizer Kathleen Maglicic said that the party "opened communication lines between Notre Dame students and South Bend residents and allowed South Bend residents to see what the Notre Dame community is about."

The party featured shows every half-hour including Hawaiian and Mexican dancers, performances by the Shenanigans and by bag pipe players. The music between the shows was supplied by Notre Dame's WVFI.

"The party came off really well and I was glad so many people came. Lee and Maglicic also expressed their gratitude for the volunteers who gave much time and effort to help make it all happen.

By JEFF SWANSON
News Staff

The eighth annual Senior Class Block Party was held in the Joyce ACC on Friday night giving Notre Dame students and members of the South Bend community an opportunity to enjoy a variety of performances and different ethnic foods.
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We’re Giving Your Parents A Thanksgiving Break

So You Can Own A Macintosh®!

Before you go home this Thanksgiving, head over to your campus resale center for a Student Loan-To-Own application. Break the news to your parents about the student deal of a lifetime! It’s an opportunity for you to get an Apple Macintosh — the computer you really want for only $30.00 a month.

With your parents’ signature, you can own a Macintosh computer. Apple’s Student Loan-To-Own Program makes buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.

Simply pick up a loan application at the address listed below, or Call 800-834-LOAN to receive one in the mail. Your parents only need to fill out the application, sign it and send it. If they qualify, they’ll receive a check in just a few weeks for you to purchase your Macintosh.

The big break is you don’t have to prove financial hardship or offer collateral. Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over as many as 10 years.

Isn’t this just the break you’ve been looking for?

Introducing Apple’s Student Loan-To-Own Program

CONTACT: Office of University Computing
Computer Center / Math Building
8 am - 5 pm
Student learns about thanks and giving

A few weeks ago, when the rest of you were watching the Irish destroy Pitt, I unexpectedly went to Chicago to visit my friend, David. We spent the day shopping and visiting the Art Institute; I unexpectedly went to Chicago to see Doonesbury Dinner was delicious but, as every parent of Giordano's knows, too filling to eat.

I suddenly realized just how insignificant my little troubles are. The toothless grin and answered almost philosophically, "Yeah... thanks... I like we, including the individuals performing in the "blackface" skit who came to realize and took steps to correct their ignorance (and we cannot ignore their actions and intents), are to operate under reasonable standards, many members of the Notre Dame community, we have the right and obligation to change this University for the betterment of its principle beneficiaries, the students. We have the right to be heard to challenge our University's record of misdeeds, its complacency, its isolation, and faculty to stand up and make a bold, national statement on college racism and its detrimental effects.

We expect such a statement from the nation's premier Catholic university, and we have the right to challenge the "powers that be" when they misrepresent members of the Notre Dame community. Notre Dame is seen worldwide as a first-rate Catholic university and its leadership must clearly define its position and efforts in these matters. The African-American student population, as well as the rest of the student body, wants to know exactly what our University is doing about the aforementioned issues. The student body desires a President's Statement. The African-American student community, as well as other so-called "minority" communities, simply deserves better.

We know that we cannot challenge the University's leadership without suffering some constructive repercussions. The NSDCM NAACP proposes the following:

First, the establishment of a University Study on the Racial and Sexual Attraction of members of the Board of Trustees, administration, faculty, and student body. Second, the establishment of a task force to combat racism and sexism based out of a proposed "Office of Race and Gender Awareness" on the Racial and Gender Sensitivity and Action Committee.

The student body, and especially the African-American student community, has serious questions about the University's leadership and its sincerity in dealing with the aforementioned issues. The student body desires a President's Statement. The African-American student community, as well as other so-called "minority" communities, simply deserves better.

Most dignified exchanges I have ever witnessed. He said, "Sir, would you like some pizza?" And the guy smiled his... my eyes filled up because I suddenly realized just how insignificant my little troubles are.

Christine McCann guest column

Since it was only seven o'clock and I didn't have to meet my ride until eight, we walked to the Water Tower to watch the outdoor street performers. We were talking and laughing, paying little attention to anyone but ourselves, when we came upon a man who looked to be about ten years older than he really was, hunched over, a beard and bad teeth, and was scrabbling through a garbage can looking for something to eat. We walked past and pretended not to look, but my eyes filled up because I suddenly realized just how insignificant my little troubles are.

I worry about getting an "A+" on a paper or finding a date for a dance; this man spends each day of his life confronting his existence between death and survival. We turned around and walked back, and I stood and watched David gain all of my respect and admiration in one of the companies dealing in any way with South Africa and sexism).

The fact that there is racism in every city and in every office exists leads many to believe that the height of decisive action concerning these matters signifies a leadership problem. With these thoughts in mind, many students call the University's Board of Trustees, the University president, and the rest of the University administration and faculty to demonstrate educated, sensitive, and truly effective leadership in order to change this "savage environment" in which racism and sexism can survive. In other words we call Notre Dame's leadership to recall its mission and to live up to its goals.

If the University can study and take actions to cure the sickness of alcoholism, through the Office of Alcohol and Drug Awareness, why cannot the University take similar actions dealing with the sickness of racism, sexism, and other social injustices? To many students and in many ways, this is the test of times and for the Notre Dame community. Minority student enrollment is slowly increasing. Through such unfortunate yearly events like the "blackface" skit in the Sorin Hall Talent Show, many students find themselves shut out from the Notre Dame community. To be a true part of the Notre Dame family each of us must constantly battle racism and sexism.

Notre Dame students must take many tests. Now the University's leadership, from the Board of Trustees and its president to its newly-hired instructors and teaching assistants, must take a test. This test is a test of the moral and ethical fortitude of the University's leadership concerning racial and sexual harmony. Since Notre Dame and its leadership are nationally recognized and emulated, this test accurately serves as a litmus test of the advancements in terms of race and gender relations. The students will monitor this test; there will be no curving of grades and, as always, the Honor Code is in effect. Many students wish you good luck on your test.

Lionel M. Coleman is president of the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's NAACP.

Donnesbury

AND WE SHIT ZONDERMARK AND MARK WORK ALL THE TIME. THEY'RE IN GOOD COMPANY TO DO.

SOUNDS NIGHT! YEAH, THEY'RE IN GOOD COMPANY TO DO.

"I'D JUST LIKE YOU TO MAKE THE CASE FOR HOW MUCH YEAH, THEY'RE IN GOOD COMPANY TO DO."

YOU CAN DESCRIBE SPECIFIC EXPERIENCES OR MORE GENERAL, YOU FALL IN LOVE, TELL ME THE STORY. I JUST WANT YOU TO TELL ME THE STORY.

OKAY, BUT NO NUDITY.

REMEMBER, YOU'RE IN REALL Y NUDITY.

"WE HAVE 3'15 TING WOULD YOU LIKE TO WRITE A SKIT?

LIONEL.M. COLEMAN IS PRESIDENT OF THE NOTRE DAME-SAINT MARY'S NAACP.

Garry Trudeau

Quote of the Day

"The most certain test by which we judge whether a country is really free is the amount of liberty enjoyed by minorities."

John E.E. Dalberg

(1834-1902)
Mishiefs brings fame to computer guru

Who says that it is difficult to get famous in modern times? There is a real-television personality fame to get famous. Mr. Robert Morris, Jr., at the age of 23, just demonstrated how to do it. The close to fame in our times is not to burn the Temple of Apollo, or Jeffer­son Memorial, or Washington Mon­ument, but rather to perform some harmless mishief, harmless yet provocative enough to stir a troubling sense of intellectual inferiority in the adult society.

Mr. Morris petit is famous now. The TV networks spread his name across the nation overnight. For days the newspapers around the country resembled the headlines for his legen­dary deeds. Throng of journalists chise him down the streets and dig out his auteur side. It surprised him. All of a sudden, the Morris petit out-famed the Morris grand, his father, the famed computer pioneer, whose name is hard-won through scores of years' toil. Nothing else can again cheer the public up.

Indeed, everybody is amused, everybody—but badly enough-except Morris petit himself. He is scared. He naturally was scared himself. Mishief done, he could have sat back with a Lite or a Bud and enjoyed the fun of seeing a nation of computer experts—his dad included—bumping around like a nest of disturbed bees. After the initial shock, he sat worrying. Only his mom's presence could give him enough courage to be interviewed by the reporters. This makes him a less than perfect hero. He had the guts to do it, but hasn't the guts to enjoy it. Alas! With a little more courage, he could not only have out-famed his fa­ther, but thereby eased Americans' hero­crave.

If Morris petit did it less than per­fectly, proving that a hero does not have to wear a coat of armor, Herr Rust, der Deucht Jung, did it nearly perfectly. A year ago, he did what Goring had not done in his office. The evening was only a few miles of Soviet air defense and lan­ching his little plane right at the center of a square, wronged those hon­ored spires of Eastern Orthodox churches and the hammer-and-sickle patterned red flags, a prankster dangerously visiting a strange medley blooming with odd flowers. With a grin on his face, he got down from the plane under a thunderous and cheering crowd. The journalists as well as KGBs, always present under Mos­cow's dull sky, flooded to him as he gave his signatures to his instantly con­verted fans. They still remember his badder grin.

Guys, if you want your picture to appear in the Paris Match beside those of the rich and the famous, don't write on mishief, make it.

Mr. Rust's surprise visit to Moscow was no less surprising than Hitler's Blitzkrieg. No bomb was necessary. It shook the general of the Red Army's air force then by his surprise and wept. But wait a minute, Pent­agon, until your win comes. Dr. Strange-love can't help you. Last year the mishief befell your rival, this year it befalls you. Now everybody's curious to see who in Washington will be shocked out of his office this time for Mr. Morris petit's mishief. If anybody be, Mr. Mor­ris grand most likely will be. If that happens, the son will have not only out­famed the father, but also out-officed the father.

Mishief is probably one of the first things most of us learned in our early childhood. Nobody who had lived in the neighborhood, I did numerous mis­chiefs, none of which was big enough to win me fame. If I had been rich enough to own a plane, I would have flown to Moscow before Mr. Rust did (although I knew my ex­socialist-brother would treat me brot­ther). If I had been a smart enough kid, I would have released very mean computer viruses. I was apparently nei­ther, so I end up writing this column on mishief which wins me neither fame nor buck.

Guys, if you want your picture to ap­pear in the Paris Match beside those of the rich and the famous, don't write on mishief, make it. Big. The bigger the mishief the bigger the fame. Xiaoj Xiang is a graduate student in physics.

Status quo not enough for GSU

In the past few weeks, graduate stu­dents have been getting a lot of atten­tion. The Graduate Student Union has been in the news. I am pleased to make the community aware of the situation of graduate students and is therefore ex­tremely pleased that this has been the case. We write this article to clear up some of the misunderstandings that have been given expression in an article (“Graduate Students En­joy their Anonymity.” Nov. 19) by a graduate student in the physics depart­ment.

Victor J. Krebs
GSU guest column

First, the graduate student situation: The writer states that it is merely the GSU’s opinion that “graduate stu­dents are not given the same respect­ivity and that major changes in Univer­sity policy toward graduates are needed.” But the fact is that there are many empha­tically recognized by graduate stu­dents and admitted by most members of the community that single graduate students preferred the off-campus option. Only 15 percent preferred off-campus housing, and the rest (43 percent) had no preference. One can reasonably ex­pect that, even if only for financial reasons, the off-campus alternative would be preferred by most of them. Of the writer's right to claim that­ing the University cannot be forced into building housing for graduate stu­dents, and it is only the students re­questing we do. Nor are we "begging" the University to make us "helpful" by offering an ongoing dialogue with the adminis­tration to make the University aware of our problems, and we were the only ones that we as well as the University efforts to improve the quality of life for graduate students in this area. We are not asking that the University treat us as undergraduates properly, but we are asking the University to help us. We have no preference.

The main purpose of the Graduate/Undergraduate committee is to integrate graduate students into the Notre Dame Community, not to transform graduate students into undergraduates (or into administrators, or into anything else for that matter). The true purpose of our efforts is to improve the quality of life for graduate students. This is why we ask for better housing and access to the undergraduates in their social functions. We know that there are many areas where the writer of undergraduate students have the least in com­mon, so we would be mistaken in trying to change that.

The The Observer retains the right to edit all commentaries submitted to the Viewpoint department. Please note the brief if the piece, the greater its chances of reaching print.

The Observer
P. O. Box 4, Notre Dame, IN 46556 (219)339-5003
The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either the University or the students of Notre Dame. Its space is available to all members of the community and the free expression of varying opinions on campus. Through letters, it encourages
Golden Throats scream comedy, not talent

MATTHEW SPATZ
accent writer

Beam me up, Scotty! These were my first words upon hearing the notes ushered from the throat of Leonard Nimoy. The green-blooded Vulcan moonlighted to the best white singers, right down to the toinin' and boinin'.

This album, called Golden Throats, is a recent release by the Rhino record company. It boasts "14 unbelievable performances by the most beloved personalities of our time." Some of your favorite TV legends are here to sing for you: Eddie Albert (Oliver from "Green Acres"), Jim Nabors (Gomer Pyle) and, of course, William "Captain Kirk" Shatner, to name a few.

These guys annihilate some of the classic rock tunes of our time including "House of the Rising Sun", "White Room", "I Can See for Miles", and (braces yourselves) "Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds". But the legendary Bob Dylan sustains the greatest abuse as "Blowing in the Wind", "It Ain't Me, Babe", and "Like a Rolling Stone" meet with the likes of Eddie Albert and Sebastian Cabot. Mr. French even has his string quartet behind him as he recites the famous lines.

The most slobberous Dylan song comes, however, when William Shatner photobombs the heck out of "Mr. Tambourine Man". It sounds like he is screaming to his arch foe Kahn when he yells his final "Mr.

You are a turkey if...
* You sincerely think Elvis is still alive.
* You introduce yourself to your SVR date by saying: "Hi honey – I think you should know – I can belch louder than anyone in the history of the known universe. Are you ready to go yet?"
* You don't have at least two items of official ND cloth ing. Integrating across n-th dimensional space is your idea of a fun party game.
* You are a turkey if...
  * You can't sleep nights worrying about which brand of battery actually lasts the longest.
  * Your idea of a good SVR theme is "Velveeta through the years: A history of processed cheese.
  * You don't have at least two items of official ND clothing.
  * You actually meet people on "teen chat party" lines.
  * You don't have Top 40.
  * You didn't know that Tiffany's versions of "I Think We're Alone Now" and "I Saw Him Standing There" were remakes.
  * You only have "The Tonight Show" starry cast. Our man Jay Leno has a TV show and a magazine.
  * You seriously think that the closest thing they have to a Rolling Stone is Velveeta.
  * You're excited about the possibility of being kicked out of your dorm to make room for an incoming freshman.
  * You invented the checkmark system.
  * Oprah Winfrey's loss of 60 pounds excites you in any way.
  * You sincerely like either Bush or Dukakis.
  * You consider the zip code on your fake ID before going to the bars.
  * You love Top 40.
  * You don't like Circus Lunch.
  * You weren't ecstatic about Geraldo Rivera getting his nose broken on his own TV show.
  * You complain about the dining hall food and then go back for seconds.
  * You like the new alcohol and SVR policies.
  * You think that ZIP 104 is the best radio station.
  * You go through the personal T.V. section every day looking for your name.
  * You don't play Sunny 101.5's Name That Lunchtime Gold.
  * You leave all the tags on mattresses out of fear of the consumer police.
  * You've never been to an ND football game.

When I grow up, I want to be an investor. First I will invent a time machine.

Calvin and Hobbes

You call Raghib Ismail "Rocket" only because you can't pronounce his real name.
* You worry about copyrights when you xerox a magazine.
* You actually give people hamburger coupons as presents.
* Your best pick-up line is "Hey, how 'bout that football team?"
* You've never skipped your 8:00 a.m. class, or for that matter, 10:00 or 11:00.
* You don't know all the words to the Notre Dame Victory March.
* You still think that Gary Hart and Donna Rice were "just friends."
* You skip football games to study.
* You have bought all the books required for your classes.
* You do all the reserve reading that is assigned.
* You study more than you sleep.
* You take things like this seriously. Happy Thanksgiving.

Bill Watterson

Accent
By FRANK PASTOR

Irish hockey destroyed by Lake Forest

The 1988-89 Notre Dame hockey team will not make the NCAA playoffs this season. The Irish sparked the Forest the second period and lost 7-3. The Irish are currently 11-10-3 overall and 2-7-3 in the CCHA. The Forest is 11-7-3 overall and 6-3-1 in the CCHA.

FOURTH NIGHT, including games within two to three days. A fast-paced defensive game between the Irish sparked the Forest the second period.

"It's not that the players don't want to win," said Irish coach Ric Schauer, "but we just keep making costly mistakes. We're not quick enough to cover up for those mistakes."

Following a scoreless first period, forward Dennis Moran made his first appearance for Jeff Safft and slid the puck behind Irish madman Dave McGaw, giving Lake Forest a 1-0 advantage in the second. The Irish applied consistent pressure to the Forests, but failed to cash in on a number of scoring opportunities.

Right wing Andy Slaggett broke down the white side of the ice in the first period, but Ward from the left circle banked off the left crossbar. Left wing Matt Harmz also had a chance to put the Irish on the board early, but his shot from the crease sailed just wide of an open net.

Notre Dame bounced back in the second game and 45 seconds into the third stanza when Michael Curry skated out of the zone with the puck. He centered the puck onto the blade of right wing Rob Bankoske, who slammed it home for the lone Irish score of the game. But it was too little, too late for the Irish.

Sather put the Foresters on top again, scoring amidst a flurry of action around the Irish net. Forward Dan Slavin credited an assist on the play. Slavin, Sather and forward Glenn Whalen closed out the scoring for Lake Forest.

"There are glaciers in Alaska that move faster than some of our solitary Schauer after the game. "We need an infusion of talented hockey players."

Lake Forest cut its deficit to 2-1 in the first period Saturday night on an 8-4 Notre Dame save and a plume of offensive breakdowns and a failure to control scoring chances around the Irish."

"We had quite a few scoring opportunities," said Schauer. "But somehow our talent, but we just didn't convert."
Bills clinch division early; Saints clobber Broncos

Associated Press

The AFC East race is over, sooner than it has ever been. The Buffalo Bills clinched their third straight division title by beating the New York Jets 24-6 Sunday at Rich Stadium.

The Bills clinched the division crown earlier than it has ever been. It was the Bills first division crown since 1980.

The Bills were led by freshman tailback Vlasic, who had 115 yards rushing, in the first time in 39 games he has gone over the 100-yard mark since coming off knee surgery.

Vikings 12, Colts 3

At Minneapolis, the Vikings held Eric Dickerson to 72 yards and got four field goals from Chuck Nelson.

The Vikings, 8-4, haven’t allowed a rusher to gain 100 yards since Oct. 26, 1986, when Cleveland’s Curtis Dickey had 117 yards for the Browns.

The Bills, 6-6, had a five-game winning streak snapped. Dickerson, the NFL’s leading rusher, failed to reach 100 yards for the third straight week but increased his season total to 1,237 yards, a club record.

Eagles 23, Giants 17

On the 10th anniversary of The Fumble, when the Eagles snatched a victory from apparent defeat at Giants Stadium, Philadelphia used a similar scenario.

Clyde Simmons picked up a blocked field goal and ran 15 yards for the winning touchdown at 6:10 of overtime. Luis Zendejas set up the winning field goal attempt. Lawrence Taylor broke in and got a piece of the ball, sending it into the air. Simmons picked it up on the first bounce a yard behind the line of scrimmage and ran into the end zone.

Chargers 38, Rams 24

Mark Malone took over after Mark Vaiciv suctioned torn knee ligaments and guided San Diego to a pair of fourth-quarter touchdowns by Barry Keenan on 1-yard runs. Vaiciv, starting just his second game, suffered the injury to his left knee late in the third quarter and will un- dergo surgery and miss the rest of the season. Malone, who lost his starting job to Vlasic two weeks ago, threw an interception on the first play after he replaced Vlasic, then settled down, completing four of six for 128 yards as he kept the Chargers in front.

Browns 27, Steelers 7

In another game plagued by poor weather, the Browns beat the Steelers for the sixth straight time, dropping Pitts- burgh to 2-10. The Steelers, non-winners at Cleveland since 1981, ensured themselves of matching their worst record in 19 years and have lost four in a row and 10 of their last 11 games.

Frank Minnifield returned a blocked punt 11 yards for a first-half touchdown and Bernie Kosar threw a 77-yard scoring pass to Reggie Lang- ghorne on the second play of the second half. The 77-yard TD pass was the longest comple- tion of Kosar’s career and the longest for the Browns, 7-5, since Frank Pitts caught an 80- yarder from Mike Phipps against the Jets in 1972.

Lions 19, Packers 9

Wayne Fontes’ debut as Lions coach was a success be- cause Eddie Murray kicked four field goals and Scott Wil- liams scored on a 1-yard run.

Detroit had lost three in a row and Darryl Royal was fired as head coach last Monday.

Bears 27, Bucs 15

In one of the few games played in good weather, the Bears beat the Bucs 7-5 at the 12th straight time. The Bucs’ 35 losses of six of their last seven, haven’t beaten the Bears since 1982.

Neal Anderson ran for touch- downs of one and 17 yards and Brad Muster turned a screen into a 40-yard touchdown. The Chicago defense inter- cepted Vinny Testaverde twice.

Saints 42, Broncos 0

At New Orleans, Bobby Hebert completed 20 of 23 passes for 190 yards and three touchdowns as the Saints recorded their most lopsided win ever. Hebert took a two- game lead over the Rams in the NFC west and clinched their second consecutive win- ning season—the only two in team history.

Eric Martin for 49- and 6-yard scores and also con- nected with John Tice for an 8- yard touchdown. Riuben
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The inclement weather al- most changed the site of the game to the Lotus Center but the Lewis players voted to keep it in the stadium.

"It was to our advantage because they’re 7-5 and had trouble cutting back on the wet field," said Mouch.
Associated Press

With all the talk and attention focused on Notre Dame and Southern California, the University of Miami, Fla., still entertains notions of winning its second straight national championship.

Miami's only loss of the season was to Notre Dame, 31-30, when the Hurricanes fumbled on the Fighting Irish 1-yard line. The three-ranked Canes are now 8-1 with regular-season games still to go against Cotton Bowl-bound Arkansas and Freedom Bowl-bound Brigham Young.

On Saturday, Miami acceeded to its fourth straight win, beating Nebraska in the Orange Bowl on Jan. 2, and clinched 11th-ranked Nebraska.

Notre Dame, ranked No. 1, will finish out its regular-season schedule against No. 2 Southern Cal, then take on undefeated Nebraska in the Cotton Bowl.

Associated Press

LSU, 7-3, had its five-game winning streak snapped.

Alabama might be watching the Jan. 2 bowl games on television, but at least the Crimson Tide will have determined the makeup of two of the final postseason contests.

On Friday, Alabama plays Auburn at Birmingham. If Alabama wins, Louisiana State will go to the Sugar Bowl on Jan. 2 to face Florida State, while Auburn will head to the Hall of Fame Bowl the same day to meet Syracuse.

If Auburn wins, the Tigers will represent the Southeastern Conference interests in the Sugar Bowl at New Orleans and Louisiana State will play in the Hall of Fame Bowl at Tampa, Fla.

"I'm just thrilled to get to go to the Sugar Bowl," said Florida State Coach Bobby Bowden, "you know having had the opportunity to play in it, it is going to be a great thrill for me."

"They seem to be a very good team, better than us right now," Notre Dame Coach Lou Holtz said about Virginia. "I've watched them on film, but all I can remember is they wore one film on and dark on the other."

Victories Saturday by Southern California and Nebraska settled four Jan. 2 matchups: the Orange, Rose, Cotton and Citrus Bowls.

Southern Cal, by defeating UCLA 31-19 in its Pacific-10 Conference title and a Rose Bowl berth against Michigan. UCLA goes to the Cotton Bowl to meet Arkansas.

"UCLA is an outstanding team, as good a team as there is in the nation," Arkansas Coach Ken Hatfield said. "They'll be doing a great job mixing up the run and the pass. They are so well-balanced."

N.C. 99, Georgia 91
Scott Williams scored 25 points and Kevin Madden had 18 as sixth-ranked North Carolina knocked off Georgia for the 19th straight time in Saturday's finals of the Big Apple NIT.

The Tar Heels, 8-4, advanced to the semifinals at Madison Square Garden with two big second-half runs and a defense which held off a Bulldog rally late in the first half.

Williams scored 19 of the game's first nine points and contributed to North Carolina's 11th straight win in the first eight minutes. But Georgia, 1-1, scored 12 of its 16 points on 18-2 run to get within 28-26 after Sebastian Neal scored on a tap-in with 1:34 left.

Opening the second half much like the first, North Carolina went on a 15-0 tear and expanded its lead to 64-39 after a Rick Fox steal and dunk with 15:57 remaining.

Syracuse 107, Wyoming 81

Stephen Thompson had 19 points to lead six players in double figures as No. 8 Syracuse turned on its running game early to rout Wyoming 107-47 in the second round of the National Invitation Tournament on Sunday.

Syracuse, 2-1, scored on two fast break layups before the game was 29 seconds old and never slowed down.

The Orangemen led 14-4 after a steal and layup by freshman Billy Owens three minutes into the game.

Robyn Davis was credited with the points on a goaltending call and Kenny Smith sank a free throw to pull Wyoming to within 14-9 with 16:16 remaining. Wyoming never got closer. The Orangemen substituted freely in the second period but still managed to increase their lead to 39 points late in the game.

Wyoming, 1-1, scored the final 13 points of the game against Syracuse's reserves. Davis led Wyoming with 19 points.

Duke 80, Kentucky 55

Danny Ferry scored 22 points Saturday and No. 1 Duke used 16-2 and 13-point second half bursts to pull away from out-manneked Kentucky 90-55 in the 10th Final Four.

IU beats Stanford; Duke wins in first week of college hoop

Love from Dad, Mom, Cathy, Mark and Terry and Mo

Billy Owens three minutes into the game.

Robyn Davis was credited with the points on a goaltending call and Kenny Smith sank a free throw to pull Wyoming to within 14-9 with 16:16 remaining. Wyoming never got closer. The Orangemen substituted freely in the second period but still managed to increase their lead to 39 points late in the game.

Wyoming, 1-1, scored the final 13 points of the game against Syracuse's reserves. Davis led Wyoming with 19 points.
ND escapes with close win over Zadar; Ellis hurt

BY STEVE MEGARGEE
Assistant Sports Editor

It almost was a case of bad news getting worse Friday night at the Joyce ACC. The Notre Dame basketball team was taken to the final seconds before winning an exhibition game 81-78 over Zadar of Yugoslavia, a team the Irish had defeated 123-81 a year ago.

"You've got to get burned this way and hopefully it wakes you up," said Irish coach Digger Phelps. "Our intensity and level of concentration will be much more improved in the next couple of weeks." Things got even scarier for the Irish after the game. While Zadar's Predrag Saric was missing a potential game-tying three-point shot in the final seconds, Irish forward LaPhonso Ellis was lying in pain on the court. The 6-9 forward, who led all players with 15 rebounds, needed to be helped off the court.

Ellis later was found only to have a bruised calf and will not miss any action.

Zadar's Petar Popovic, who shot 4-of-14 from three-point range, led all scorers with 29 points. Jamere Jackson led the Irish with 21 points, while Saric added 20 for Zadar.

Despite shooting just 43 percent and being outrebounded 23-19, the Irish led by as many as nine points in the first period. Zadar kept chipping away behind the three-point bombs of the 29-year-old Popovic, who scored 18 points (all on three-pointers) during the half.

Zadar's Darko Pahlic fouled the lead of Popovic at the buzzer, nailing a three-pointer from behind halfcourt to tie the 36-36 at the half.

For the game, Zadar shot 13-of-23 from three-point range and 17-of-40 on two-point shots.

"If it's a situation where you're used to going back from transition and working from the inside out," said Jackson. "They've got guys on the three-point lane, so you have to stop at the three-point lane and pick up the shooters. That's what the coaches told us to do, but we weren't concentrating enough.''

Zadar led for the first few minutes of the second half, but Ellis tipped in Joe Fredrick's missed shot with 17:11 left to give the Irish a 42-41 lead they never relinquished.

Notre Dame again built its lead up to nine points, leading 68-59 with 12:22 left in the game. But, that's when Saric started the second act of his air show.

Petrovic hit a trio of three-point shots in the next five minutes to help cut Notre Dame's lead to 76-73 with 2:16 to play.

Notre Dame's lead was down to one when Saric hit a three-pointer with 15.2 seconds left. But Fredrick made both ends of a one-and-one with 12 seconds left for the final points of the game.

Fredrick, who scored only five points and played just 10 minutes after picking up three fouls in the first half, came off the bench to score 12 points in the second half.

"We expected that Notre Dame is a stronger team than the other teams we've played," Zadar coach Dragan Sokota said through an interpreter. "We were better prepared for this match because we played last year and lost.

Keith Robinson was the only other Irish player in double figures, scoring 13 points with 10 rebounds.

"I think he did some good things," said Phelps. "For the 24 minutes he played, he did as well as he could. He did a good job on the front line."

The junior center has been bothered by a stress fracture in his right foot and has seen limited practice time. He underwent surgery in August and had a two-inch pin inserted into his foot.

"I felt pretty good," said Robinson. "I thought I'd be kind of tired at the end of the game, but I felt pretty good at the end." Sophomore point guard Tim Singleton added nine points with a game-high 13 assists. Ellis also scored nine points to lead the freshmen. The other four freshmen combined to score eight points.

"Our freshmen played like freshmen—totally green," said Phelps. "The freshmen didn't realize they (Zadar) were that good. Our other guys have to take charge, and that's something that has to develop."

Zadar played Notre Dame after an eight-hour bus ride from Dard Passion. It was a case of bad news getting worse Friday night at the Joyce ACC. The club team won at DePaul 81-77 on Saturday. Throughout its U.S. tour, it has been playing without 7-2 center Stoyko Vrankovic, who is being courted by the NBA's Boston Celtics.

Notre Dame opens its regular season Nov. 28 at home against St. Bonaventure.

Irish continued from page 16

a 67-yard touchdown bomb to Ismail that gave Notre Dame a 21-3 lead in the third quarter. From there, the Irish defense took charge. When Notre Dame's offense was having trouble moving the ball, the defense made sure the Lions did not take advantage of the opportunities.

The whole defense played awfully well," Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz said. "It seems every week a different player might stand out."

This week Alm was the star. The junior tackle became Notre Dame's interception leader when he snared his third pass of the season in the first quarter. Freshman defensive end Arnold Ale batted a Lance Lonergan pass out of the air and into Alm's hands on the play. The 6-7 junior also recorded two tackles for losses and knocked down a pass at the line later in the game.

"This is the first time I've ever heard of a team's leading interceptor being a defensive lineman," said Irish inside linebacker Wes Fritchett, who led the team with nine tackles. "That really says something.

*****

Juniors

The Junior Dogbook is now accepting single shot portraits from anyone who did not get their picture taken at the previously scheduled times. In addition, the group snapshots & favorite quotes may also be submitted. Put your picture or quote in an envelope along with 50 cents and slide it under the door of the class office by Tuesday, 11/22. This is the chance for you & your friends to remember fun times forever, but remember the dog book cannot guarantee that all submitted pictures will be used so make sure you come up with an especially good photo.

***************
Irish set sights on NCAA’s

By MOLLY MAHONEY
Sports Writer

Leaving Kalamazoo, Mich., Saturday night, the Notre Dame women’s volleyball team saw an unusual sight on the horizon.

No, it wasn’t Elvis incarnate. It was an NCAA bid, which is finally in sight as the Irish finished the eleventh week of their season by winning the Western Michigan Invitational.

The Irish, now 18-9, improved their chances of earning a spot in the NCAA tournament by defeating Miami (Ohio) Friday night in three games, 15-11, 15-8, 15-4, and winning the championship match over host Western Michigan in four games, 15-13, 4-15, 15-2 and 15-3.

“I thought it was great,” said Irish head coach Art Lambert. “Right now the girls are playing under a lot of pressure because every match is like a must-win situation. But the girls are responding and playing well and I think they can only get better.”

Freshman setter Julie Bremner said she handled the tournament’s pressure, as she registered 13 total blocks for the Irish and repeatedly greeted them with an impenetrable wall at the net.

The weekend’s victory brings the Irish a step closer to an NCAA bid as the team approaches the final week of regular season play.

The Irish came into the week ranked 18th in the nation with a 24-5 record, and currently ranked 5th in the nation by the Associated Press.

“We struggled a bit in the second game,” said Lambert, but we came back strong in the other games and played very well. We didn’t pass very well in the second game and when you don’t pass, you can’t hit.”

Wall and Bennett contributed to the Irish attack, as Wall registered 13 total blocks in the match and Bennett hit .435 for the match.

Notre Dame setter Julie Bremner was named Most Valuable Player at the Western Michigan Invitational over the weekend, leading the Irish to the championship, Molly Mahoney details the action at left.

Knights of the Castle
Men’s Hairstyling
student $8.50 complete
style
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(behind Subway Sandwiches)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Love,
Dad, Mom, Eric & Annemarie

Queen’s Castle
5455 Terram Laga, Across from Marriott’s.
IN ROYAL PLAZA 23

TANNING BED SPECIAL
for ND or Saint Mary’s Students
Unlimited tanning, one month
one 1/2 session per day.
Open Tues.-Sat.
$25
Well Tanning Bella & Fandi Turner

Touchdown CD

At Trustcorp Bank, we always pay great rates on our Certificates of Deposit. We know you take your money seriously, and so do we. But many of you take your football seriously too, so the Touchdown CD combines the two.

Earn 7.35% apr on a 4 month CD. Choose your favorite team* and if they win their game Saturday, we’ll pay you a Bonus of 30% for the entire term of the certificate — that’s 7.65% apr! It’s a win/win situation.

Just open your Touchdown CD by the close of business on the Friday before game day.

It’s easy, it’s fun and best of all... you earn at least 7.35% apr on your 4 month investment whether your team wins or loses. Stop in the LaFortune Student Center Office or call 237-54ND for more information.

The Touchdown CD just got better — only at Trustcorp Bank!
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**Nittany Lions know Irish, Mountaineers very well**

But having lost to both, they won’t pick a favorite

By THERESA KELLY
Assistant Sports Editor

With the bowl bid official and the Notre Dame-West Virginia matchup set, it is time for an expert to analyze the teams on their performances and predict how they will play in the Fiesta Bowl.

The Nittany Lions, who lost to the Irish Saturday, 21-3, also met a similar fate at the hands of the Mountaineers on Oct. 29, 31-30. If anyone is an expert on the Irish and the Mountaineers, Penn State head coach Joe Paterno and his players fit the bill.

"Notre Dame is a fine football team," Paterno said Saturday after his team's loss. "It's hard to beat a team with that kind of enthusiasm. I wish Notre Dame the best.

"Notre Dame plays hard, they play alert. They are aggressive defensively and skilled offensively. They will be tough to beat."

Paterno gave the credit to the Notre Dame players, not the Notre Dame mystique.

They’re well-coached, they’re organized, they play with a lot of enthusiasm," Paterno said. "It adds color to college football, but it’s not a mystique. I didn’t see any ghosts making any tackles out there."

Paterno and most of his players did not want to compare the Irish and West Virginia directly. Nittany Lion back Eddie Brown did have something to say.

"I give West Virginia the edge on offense," Brown said, "but not by much. I thought we did a better job on defense than Notre Dame. Notre Dame still got the big plays and scored what they needed. No matter how people try to match them up, though, it’s going to be a great game."

"I will not do that," Paterno said when asked to compare the Fiesta Bowl opponents. "I don’t think that’s fair to either team. I think they’re both fine teams that have everything—good offense and solid defense, the whole bit. I think it’s nice that they’re going to play each other.

They’re both outstanding," said Penn State head coach Dick Jemison. "Notre Dame is tough, hard-nosed and strong. West Virginia is talented; they’ve got guys who can do a lot, too."

All the Nittany Lions were impressed by the Irish defense, giving them the edge over West Virginia.

"All the guys are good on D," Brown said. "When they come together, they’re great. They put together such a great defensive unit—that’s tougher than anybody’s. They all do everything so well."

All the Nittany Lions were impressed by the Irish defense, giving them the edge over West Virginia.

"All the guys are good on D," Brown said. "When they come together, they’re great. They put together such a great defensive unit—that’s tougher than anybody’s. They all do everything so well."

"You won’t see many defenses as tough as ND and West Virginia," said Lion quarterback Lance Lonergan. "Notre Dame is different. They never quit; they just keep coming at you, no matter what. The players are good physically and mentally. There’s no question how tough they were on us. Not only that, but they were taller than I thought."

Lonergan had several passes broken up and two intercepted by the taller Irish defensive players.

"The thing about Notre Dame," Lonergan continued, "is that they know how to stop you. We felt good out there today. We thought all we had to do was make one big play and it would put us back in it.\n
"But the thing is, Notre Dame doesn’t let you back in it. They don’t let you get the big plays. We got some shots at West Virginia, but if a team keeps you down like that, they’ve always got an advantage."

"I see a difference in Notre Dame this year," Johnson said.

Irish tailback Tony Brooks (40) and the rest of the Irish will battle West Virginia Jan. 2 in the Fiesta Bowl. The Penn State team, which lost to the Mountaineers earlier this season, has words of praise for both of the Fiesta Bowl foes. See story at right.

I’ve played them for three years. They’ve always been scrapping, always fighting, they don’t give up; it’s made them a tough team. This year, they are more confident. That’s the difference. They got some big wins early. That can give you confidence, and that can win for you when it gets tough later."

Tix

continued from page 16

"All student tickets will be distributed on a will-call basis. I can’t emphasize enough that someone cannot pick up your tickets for you in Phoenix. Students must bring their own ID and pick up their ticket in person.

The Fiesta Bowl has allotted 10,300 tickets for the game to Notre Dame, but Athletic Director Dick Rosenthal has requested an increase to 12,000.

"Students are our top priority in selling these tickets," asserted Cunningham. "Faculty and staff are next. Every member of the faculty and staff which bought season tickets will receive an application for two tickets. Our next priority are contributing alumni."

FRESHMAN FRESHMAN CHICAGO TRIP

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1988

9:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY, ART INSTITUTE,
WATER TOWER PLACE, LOOP, SEARS TOWER
BREAKFAST, LUNCH, DINNER IN A RESTAURANT

TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT THE FRESHMAN YEAR OF STUDIES OFFICE

FRESHMEN $15.00 ALL INCLUDED
Irish, USC meet in 60th playing of ‘The Game’
Top ranking at stake in battle of unbeaten

By MARTY STRASSEN
Sports Editor

Early Americans traveled west and expanded the nation.
Over Thanksgiving break, Notre Dame is heading west in an attempt to expand its claim and secure a berth in the Rose Bowl.

Trojans top Bruins to seal Rose Bowl berth

Associated Press

PASADENA, Calif.—Rodney Peete, who got measles earlier this year, has led the Trojans to the Rose Bowl and now has his sights set on Notre Dame and the No. 1 ranking. The senior could become Southern Cal’s fifth Heisman Trophy winner.

USC quarterback Rodney Peete has led the Trojans to the Rose Bowl and now has his sights set on Notre Dame and the No. 1 ranking. The senior could become Southern Cal’s fifth Heisman Trophy winner.

TROJANS TO WATCH

Larry Smith (Coach)

Erik Affholter (SE)

Mark Carrier (S)

John Jackson (FL)

Rodney Peete (QB)

USC’s head coach has guided the Trojans to the Rose Bowl in each of his first two years and one touchdown, leading second-ranked Southern California to a 31-22 victory Saturday at the Coliseum.

Peete also scored a touchdown and Aaron Emanuel scored twice as the Pacific-10 Conference champion Trojans, 8-0 in league play and 10-0 overall, qualified to face Big Ten champion Michigan in the Cotton Bowl on Jan. 2.

Peete, a senior considered to be one of the top contenders for the Heisman Trophy, played the entire game at quarterback for the Trojans despite his questionable status entering the game.

He completed 16 of 28 passes without being intercepted and was sacked only twice.

The electric senior is known for his strong arm and scrambling ability.
Monday, November 21, 1988

CAMPUS

11:30 a.m. Economics Workshop with Margarita Rose, graduate student in Economics, Room 131 Decio Faculty Hall.

4:00 p.m. Kellogg Institute and CSC Lecture "The 1988 Flexibility: Chile's Struggles to Retrieve Democracy," by Rev. Scalby, University of California, Berkeley, Center for Social Concerns.

7:00 p.m. SMC Student Activities Lecture "John F. Kennedy's Assassination," by Jack Gordon, Carroll Auditorium.

9:00 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre Film "She Wore A Yellow Ribbon," directed by John Ford, Annenberg Auditorium.

DINNER MENUS

Notre Dame
- Gyro
- BBQ Chicken
- Sweet & Sour Pork
- Fettuccini Alfredo

Saint Mary's
- Lemon Chicken
- Chimincha
- Beef Patty
- Deli Bar

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Nervous
5 Help-hole treasure
10 Priestly vestment
13 Like a pineapple
14 Earth tone
16 Barnyard noise
17 July 4 noisemaker
20 Behemoth's expectation
21 Become away
22 Body of troops
23 L. Frank Baum's -City
25 Wakes proudly
27 Like a villain
28 Not sharp
29 Juan's buddy
31 Movie capriciously
32 Shakespearean exclamation
35 Certain Latin lands
39 Chopper
40 "Skivvy--"
41 Noted lexicographer
42 Large antelope
44 Mum or Newman
45 Be playful
47 Tots in celebrity
50 Groundwork
51 Sound-speed ratio number
52 Profound reverence
53 Baloney
56 The Terrible
57 Wrath
58 A deadly sin
59 Tear violently
60 Bolivian export
61 Sailboat's propellants
62 Inquires

DOWWN
1 Act like a thespian
2 Dungaree cloth
3 Rumor source
4 Far Eastern money
5 Beastial
6 Yearned
7 Masticate
8 Common pronoun
9 Flub
10 Cancel
11 Tibetan monks
12 Treat tenderly
13 Like a villain
14 Earth tone
15 Barnyard noise
16 Barnyard noise
17 July 4 noisemaker
20 Behemoth's expectation
21 Become away
22 Body of troops
23 L. Frank Baum's -City
25 Wakes proudly
27 Like a villain
28 Not sharp
29 Juan's buddy
31 Movie capriciously
32 Shakespearean exclamation
35 Certain Latin lands
39 Chopper
40 "Skivvy--"
41 Noted lexicographer
42 Large antelope
44 Mum or Newman
45 Be playful
47 Tots in celebrity
50 Groundwork
51 Sound-speed ratio number
52 Profound reverence
53 Baloney
56 The Terrible
57 Wrath
58 A deadly sin
59 Tear violently
60 Bolivian export
61 Sailboat's propellants
62 Inquires

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10 Cans
11 Teton monks
12 Twin tenderly
13 Take
14 Very dry, as champagne
15 Where to get a bob
16 Latvian capital
17 Like a villain
18 Rumor source
19 Common pronoun
21 Be playful
22 Body of troops
23 L. Frank Baum's -City
25 Wakes proudly
27 Like a villain
28 Not sharp
29 Juan's buddy
31 Movie capriciously
32 Shakespearean exclamation
35 Certain Latin lands
39 Chopper
40 "Skivvy--"
41 Noted lexicographer
42 Large antelope
44 Mum or Newman
45 Be playful
47 Tots in celebrity
50 Groundwork
51 Sound-speed ratio number
52 Profound reverence
53 Baloney
56 The Terrible
57 Wrath
58 A deadly sin
59 Tear violently
60 Bolivian export
61 Sailboat's propellants
62 Inquires

COMICS

Bloom County

Berke Breathed

The Far Side

Gary Larson

Buzz McFiatop

Michael F. Muldoon

Calvin and Hobbes

Bill Watterson

"Wouldn't you know it... There goes our market for those things!"
ND gets revenge, victory and a Fiesta Bowl bid

Seniors get first career win over Nittany Lions 21-3

By MARTY STRASSEN
Sports Editor

Revenge might be sweet, but nobody said it had to be fair. Saturday it wasn't, as top-ranked and Fiesta Bowl bound Notre Dame took out the frustration of three straight losses to strong Penn State teams on a rare weak one. The Irish totaled 502 yards and powered to a 21-3 victory at Notre Dame Stadium in their last home game of the year.

The win was the first over Penn State for Notre Dame's seniors and sent Nittany Lions coach Joe Paterno home with his first losing season (5-6) in 25 years at the helm.

Notre Dame brings its 10-0 record and No. 1 ranking to the Los Angeles Coliseum on Saturday for The Game—a battle with second-ranked USC (10-0) that will determine the nation's top spot going into the bowl games. The Trojans clinched a Rose Bowl berth by stopping that will determine the nation's top spot going into the bowl with second-ranked back Mark Green, who scored his 22-yard score. Freshman quarterback Gary Beightlein's punt lands at the nine yard line.

In fact, Penn State moved the ball more on Notre Dame penalties (eight for 94 yards) than on pass completions (5 of 24 for 74 yards). The Irish defense broke up 10 Lion passing attempts and Jeff Alz and Steve Roddy each scored an interception.

Penn State did not complete a single pass in the second or third quarters.

"We just didn't have enough offensively," said Paterno, whose team managed 166 yards on 31 rushing attempts and held the ball for only 21 minutes. "Notre Dame played hard, they played alert, and played very aggressive defensively. They've got a good, tough secondary.

The Irish offense set the tempo for its control of the line of scrimmage in its first series of the game. Notre Dame marched 87 yards on 12 plays and took a 7-0 lead when Rice rolled out to the left, pumped dummy and threw a 25-yard Breen-Phillips field goal.

The Irish took a 14-0 lead in the second quarter when Green broke through a hole at the line of scrimmage, headed for the right sideline and somehow managed to stay inbounds on his 23-yard score. Freshman split end Raghib Ismail threw a 27-yard pass to Green.

"I looked up and saw three of their guys go down," Green said. "I saw three of our blockers on three of their blockers, and it was kind of like the domino effect." Rice led all rushers with 84 yards.

Students top priority for tix

By BRIAN O'GARA
Sports Writer

Notre Dame students will be able to get a ticket to attend the 1989 Fiesta Bowl in Tempe, Ariz.

Fiesta Bowl tickets will go on sale to Notre Dame seniors beginning on Tuesday, November 29, at Gate 10 of the Joyce ACC beginning at 1:30 PM. Notre Dame juniors will be able to purchase tickets on Thursday, November 30; Notre Dame sophomores, graduate students and law students may purchase tickets on Friday, December 1; and tickets for Notre Dame freshmen and all Saint Mary's students will be sold on Friday, December 2.

"Notre Dame students are our number-one priority, without question," said Notre Dame ticket manager Bubba Cunningham. "Every student who wants tickets will be able to get one will be able to, assuming there will be 2,000 to 4,000 students who want to make the trip to Phoenix."

While students may purchase the $35 tickets for themselves, the process will eliminate the purchasing of tickets for non-student use.

One student will be able to bring four friends to the game with a ticket to the JACC on the specified day and fill out ticket application forms for four guests. At the time of the purchase, however, the students will not be able to pick up the tickets. Students can only pick up their tickets in Phoenix at either the Notre Dame hotel or Sun Devil Stadium and must present their student ID and $35 to person to receive their ticket.

"This is how the ticket distribution will work," said Cunningham. "If you are interested in attending the bowl in 1981," said Cunningham.

Defense keys 3-0

Dillon victory

By DAVE MAHON
Sports Writer

On a field that was nothing short of unplayable, Dillon kicker Kohl Schneider nailed a 3-yard field goal in overtime to bring the Big Red a 3-0 victory, its second consecutive Interhall championship, over Stanford.

Both teams, playing in a rematch of last year's final, were forced to change game plans due to the horrid field conditions in Notre Dame Stadium.

"We couldn't run during regulation, so we tried to pass in overtime," said Stanford's Steve Wightkin.

After winning the toss at the end of regulation, Dillon opted to start on offense, putting the pressure on the Stanford defense. Beginning on the two-yard line, each team had four downs to attempt to score. On Stanford's third attempt at the ten, Dillon intercepted, setting up the game-winning field goal.

Lewis beats Blitz to take title

By VIC LOMBARDI
Sports Writer

"It was a Cinderella story," said Lewis coach Steve Treppicione after his team defeated Breen-Phillips 8-6 for the women's Interhall Football crown in a cold and muddy Notre Dame Stadium yesterday.

The Lewis victory was preserved after a 25-yard Breen-Phillips field goal attempt fell short with 2:20 remaining.

"We're still stunned," said Lewis captain Christine Wallmeyer after her team dove into a puddle of mud in ecstatic celebration. "We came from out of nowhere and won it all." Breen-Phillips drove 69 yards and converted 16 of 19 disallowed kicks before opting to kick the field goal on fourth and five from the nine yard line.

"It was a coach's decision," said B-P captain Karen Marsh. "She's (Amy Lewis) a captain this year and she told us to take the field goal."